






































































TESTIMONIALS

“It was a jourey. From movie rating to CRISIL rating. From Zomato reviews to Stock Analysts reports. From discussing Cricket to 

discussing Bitcoins.The various concepts linked with practical scenarios helped me not only to grasp syllabus related things 

easily but also helped me to understand and analyse various practical things. Yes, academically Kunal Sir’s teachings has helped 

me drastically. Not only in CA Final but also in CS Professional I was able to touch the 70 line. But as it is rightly said that educa-

tion is what remains when what has been learned has been forgotten, every concept learned with him is still fresh in my mind. 

It was a great journey from being an AMATEUR to an ANALYST! Now, not only I am able to add CA prefix to my name but also 

able to understand things in a broad spectrum. Things such as Brexit, SAARC relations, Investment Models, Currency devalua-

tion, Cut motions, Subprime Crisis and many other things which earlier were like Chinese for me. Lots of thanks to Kunal Sir. A 

teacher who not just taught how to solve sums but who instilled a love for learning.”

Pratik Chowkekar

I was always scared of SFM and never thought I would score 81 in SFM. All thanks to Kunal Sir, the best SFM professor. His 

global financial and political knowledge is very good. He will teach the more important thing in SFM paper that is how to read 

the question and evaluate the answer. Thank you so much sir. 

Alina Lopes

Attempted 80 marks SFM paper and scored 69. I have done Kunal sir's fast track course for SFM. And since then SFM became 

my favourite subject. His teaching is totally different. I mean, he doesn't just stick to the syllabus. Learning from him is like you 

are virtually entering into the market and dealing everything there. He doesn't just make your concepts clear but he also makes 

sure that you become proficient in its practical aspect too. That is one of the reason, why I learnt SFM from him. The finance 

subject becomes so easy that you can explain it to anyone. Most important, I attempted the paper of 80 marks and I scored 69. 

The subject helped me to save my group and also to earn the CA prefix! 

Anagha Patil



Kunal sir's explanation of concepts was amazing and made SFM a cakewalk. I was a person who knew nothing and after 

attending sir's 1 month batch there was a drastic change as I could completely connect the subject to the practical world. 

Hence proved that the punch-line "from amateur to analyst" holds true. Thanks a lot sir as scoring 72 made me achieve my 

dream of CA. In short, by joining Kunal Sir’s class there's an assured guarantee that one's future is in safe hands.

Alina Lopes

Best professor ever! Kunal sir makes the complicated concept so easy that you can solve any problem easily. He focuses on the 

basics and that’s the best part. I scored 76 marks in SFM just because of him. My true idol Thanks a lot Kunal Sir..!!

Preksha Patel

Kunal sir's SFM class makes you fall in love with the subject. I have attended his pendrive classes. He explains even the 

complicated topics in simple and clear manner. His examples and ability to connect the topics to current market scenarios 

makes the class interesting. He also teaches how to analysis and understand the questions. Special care is taken with regard 

to presentation of answers and to improve speed. After attending the classes you become confident to face the exams. Thank 

you sir for helping me score 73 in SFM.

Christeena Sebastian

By any chance you happened to be a math phobic or person who dislikes numbers, then Kunal Sir is the right person to go to 

for SFM. I repose great trust in the teaching skills of Kunal Sir, solely because he knows his subject in enough depths to make 

students understand it easily. I was a CS student, however, studied SFM with CA students and I passed this subject in one go. 

Be sincere in your efforts and Sir is ready to help you pass with flying colours.

Niyati Panchal



Thanks for making this subject so much fun and easy. I scored 72 in SFM and had attended a fast track course. Awesome 

conceptual clarity with best study material ever!

Smruti Shah

Kunal Sir's method of teaching is brilliant, he teaches the most complicated concepts in the simplest way possible. He contin-

uously links current affairs with SFM which makes studying and understanding the subject even more interesting. His focus 

is to make sure that all his students think like analysts which ultimately helps scoring an exemption in SFM believable. Kunal 

sir's teaching is highly recommended to every student aiming an exemption and best understanding of the subject 

Yuti Mehta Sanghvi

Lots of Thanks to Kunal Sir, Despite May18 SFM being tricky paper, I managed to clear my CA with very good marks in SFM. 

All the topics of SFM are superbly taught by giving in depth knowledge of the subject linking it with practical examples of 

share markets, various economic policies etc. which made flow of learning very practical & making SFM concepts very strong.  

Kunal sir is really a good motivator and equal attention is given to each & every student. He encourages involvement and 

participation of every student to make SFM topics lively and easy to remember

Kevin Lodaya

Special thanks to Kunal Doshi sir got exemption in SFM by just revising once for 3 days. He is the best teacher for SFM. His 

approach towards giving practical knowledge of stock markets, proving you the formula with their derivation makes it easy to 

understand and remember the concepts. He proves the tag line of becoming amateur to analyst!

Smita Shah



His conceptual teaching, linking a particular topic with the current market scenario, constant motivation, student wise atten-

tion and instant reply to all the doubts and queries of any student is something that will help you to achieve great marks in 

SFM. Also the current affair updates with the international market make it interesting learning with Kunal Sir.

Jesal Chavda

Kunal Sir's methods of teaching makes us understand the toughest of concepts in a very simple way and he makes sure to 

relate it with current affairs and also encourages to come up with different topics for discussion. If it’s SFM, it's definitely Kunal 

Doshi.

Riddhi Dhakan

Kunal Doshi Sir is the one you should go to if you not only want to score good in SFM but also learn new things. His teaching 

style is very impressive and he won't let you feel bored anytime. Also he is just a call away just in case you want to clear your 

doubts or even in exam time. He is also available on whatsapp which not every teacher does.

Sahil Kapoor

For Forex and Derivatives, No one comes close to Kunal Sir. Conceptually well versed and one will fall in love with the subject. 

I just loved it, SFM plays a very big part for aggregate. Just join Kunal Sir’s class and love the journey! Definitely Good Marks 

will follow.

Ashwin Sundaram




